
Product Number: 1859510

Prozap® War Paint®

Prozap 
War Paint Product Number

96 gram tube 1859510

Purpose 
Prozap®’s War Paint is a uniquely formulated paste designed for full body 
fly control against face flies, horn flies, stable flies, house flies, black flies, 
and bot flies. War Paint is conveniently packaged in a 96 gram tube.

Product Description
War Paint is your solution for pastured horses and foals; it is rain-fast in 2 
hours and will treat a 1,000 lb horse for 8 weeks. When applied, War Paint 
attaches to the hair to repel and kill flies. Only place small amounts of War 
Paint where flies tend to congregate to offer maximum protection against 
unwanted flies. 
Once applied to the hair of the horse, War Paint cannot be wiped off. Therefore, 
it should not be applied within one to two weeks of any anticipated show 
or event in which the presence of small amounts of paste on the horse’s 
hair would have an adverse effect on the horse’s appearance.

Active Ingredients 7% Permethrin, 14% PBO, 21% MGK 264

General Use: On animal

Insects Controlled: Face flies, horn flies, stable flies, house flies, black flies, and bot flies

Premise Uses: -na-

Animal Uses: Horses and foals

Insecticide, Equine
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Active Ingredients
Permethrin ............................................................................................................................................ 7.0%
Piperonyl Butoxide ............................................................................................................................. 14.0%
MGK 264 .............................................................................................................................................. 21.0%
Related Reaction Products ................................................................................................................... 0.6%
Inert Ingredients ................................................................................................................................. 57.4%
Total .................................................................................................................. 100.00%

© NEOGEN Corporation, 2021. NEOGEN, Prozap, and War Paint are registered trademark of NEOGEN Corporation, Lansing 
MI 48912 U.S.

To learn more, call 800.621.8829 (USA/Canada) or 859.254.1221, or visit NEOGEN.com.

Please see entire product label and follow all use directions and use precautions. 
Use only for the sites, pests, and application methods described on the product 
label. It is a violation of Federal law to use this product or products in a manner 
inconsistent with its labeling.


